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Transitioning to Integrated Modular Avionics
with a Mission Management System

M. Gangkofer, Dr. H. Kader, Dr. W. K1lckner, C.G. White
ESG Elektroniksystem- und Logistik GmbH, Fixed Wing Aircraft - Advanced Avionics,

PO Box 80 05 69, 81605 Munich, Germany; e-mail: asaac@esg-gmbh.de

1 SUMMARY components. The system characteristics which are

This paper presents an incremental approach towards achieved through the adoption of the relevant IMA

the adoption of an Integrated Modular Avionics principles together with open systems and COTS

(IMA) architecture, via the implementation of a practices are presented.
Mission Management System using present-day The mission management functions to be
Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS) technology. implemented on the system are defined, and an

While standardised IMA modules are planned to be example is then presented of a complete avionics

developed in the medium term, the approach system built using the transitional technology of the

presented enables the maximum benefits to be Mission Management System in a number of

obtained from those aspects of the IMA concepts Integrated Computers to provide a complete

which are the most advanced, while exploiting the computing core.

availability of today's COTS hardware. This approach Some certification issues are discussed, and the
is embodied in the Mission Management System, adoption of an incremental certification approach is
which is under development at ESG. recommended. A path forward towards the

The Mission Management System is a computer- development of a true IMA system implementation is

based system which is intended to host advanced proposed, including further development of the

mission management applications focussed on crew Mission Management System, and the migration to a

assistance functions, including mission planning and modular implementation.
terrain-based display. The hardware of the Mission
Management System comprises a single unit, the
Mission Management Computer. The system, and in Integrated Modular Avionic concepts for military
particular its software structure and system aircraft have been developed under a number of
management functions, are based on the IMA national [Ref. 1] and international projects, the latter
concepts developed in the ASAAC (Allied including in particular the completed European
Standardised Avionics Architecture Council) EUCLID RTP 4.1 programme [Ref. 2], and the key
programme, which are applied here to the extent that ASAAC programme [Ref. 3, Ref. 4, Ref. 5].
they are compatible with the available COTS The IMA concepts developed, and particularly those
components. The Mission Management System of the ASAAC programme, are based on the
implements those elements of the ASAAC IMA principles of modular systems, open systems and
concepts that are most suitable for near-term COTS. In an IMA architecture, the computing
adoption, and in particular those related to the capacity is concentrated into a 'Core', which consists
software structure, which is based on the use of a of interchangeable processing modules of a limited
COTS Real-Time Operating System. number of standardised types, particularly for data,

In implementing the IMA concepts from ASAAC, the signal and graphics processing. IMA systems provide
Mission Management System is designed around an a high level of technology transparency by being
open system architecture, using COTS hardware and based on a set of open standardised interfaces, so
software components. This approach provides facilitating the replacement of hardware components
technology transparency, and supports the substitution without affecting the application software. In
of system components, such as the replacement of addition, the use of open standardised interfaces
system hardware or the Real-Time Operating System directly supports the use of COTS components, which
implementation, to mitigate the effects of hardware is of great benefit in combating the effects of
and software component obsolescence, component obsolescence. IMA systems also

The paper first presents the approach adopted in implement fault tolerance, so that when a module
becomes defective, the system reconfigures and a

transitioning towards the IMA architecture via the use

of current-day COTS components. The Mission spare module takes over the functionality of the failed

Management System is then described from the module. The IMA concepts developed in the ASAAC

system architecture, software architecture and programme have been adopted as the basis for the

hardware architecture points of view, noting the Mission Management System reported on in this

implementation constraints of current COTS paper.

Paper presented at the RTO SC] Symposium on "Strategies to Mitigate Obsolescence in Defense Systems
Using Commercial Components ", held in Budapest, Hungary, 23-25 October 2000, and published in RTO MP-0 72.
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The development of the required set of ASAAC IMA * Application Portability:
hardware modules will be a substantial task, and its The portability of application functions between
completion lies some way off in the future. Even hardware platforms is supported in turn by
given the availability of hardware modules, a very technology transparency.
considerable certification effort will be required to * Technology Transparency:
qualify an ASAAC IMA-based system, particularly Technology transparency embraces hardware
due to the system-wide configurability under software independence, which supports hardware
control it exhibits. replacement for future system upgrading and to

It is, however, possible to exploit the elements of the counter component obsolescence, network
ASAAC IMA system, software and hardware independence, which enables the network
concepts which will have been developed before such technology to be upgraded, and also extends to the
a stage is reached, while using the COTS-based software technology.
board-level hardware components available today. * Scalability:
Such advanced IMA concepts may be implemented insystms ithot ependng igniicat aditinalScalability supports the application to avionic
systems without expending significant additional systems of different sizes and roles, as well as
effort in comparison with a more conventionally future avionic system growth. The scalability
based solution. In this way a significant number of thebeneitspromsedby te IA arhitctur ma becharacteristic is in turn supported by technology
benefits promised by the IMA architecture may be transparency, in particular by hardware and
achieved today: a key example is the use of network independence.
technology transparency to combat obsolescence.

A transitional step towards the implementation of the * System Reconfigurability:

true IMA architecture is therefore now being taken By reconfiguring the system depending on the
with the development of a Mission Management system mode, the total resource requirements of
wisthm. th developmength o Mission Management Sthe system may be reduced. Reconfigurability may
System. In defining the Mission Management System,

the aim has been to define a demonstrator which will be used on the occurrence of faults to support fault

allow the implementation of a representative set of tolerance.

application functions, using an architecture based on Fault Tolerance:
the IMA architecture of ASAAC. This will permit Fault tolerance may be used to improve system
progress to be made towards the implementation and reliability, and is supported in turn by system
certification of an IMA-based avionics system, by reconfigurability.
gaining experience in the implementation of an
ASAAC IMA-based software structure, and 3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT

evaluating the consequences of hosting applications 3.1 Key Concepts
on such a structure.

The architecture of the Mission Management System
The Mission Management System is designed to (MMS) is a transitional architecture between that of
exploit: the current generation of federated architectures, and

"* The ASAA C IMA concepts: future IMA architectures. It is designed to be
Currently available elements of the ASAAC IMA compatible with the avionics system architectures of
concepts have been realised, both new-build aircraft designs and retrofit

"* Open system architectures: applications.
In accordance with the principle of offering an The architecture defined for the MMS utilises the
open architecture, open standards have been elements of the ASAAC concepts which are the most
adopted. The use of an open architecture supports advanced, but which are also compatible with
especially technology transparency, application conventional federated avionics systems. The aspects
portability and system scalability. of the ASAAC concepts which have been adopted lie

"* Available COTS hardware and software mainly in the Software Architecture and System

technology: Management areas, although some aspects of the
Extensive use is made in the Mission Management hardware concepts have also been employed. The

System of COTS components, both hardware and following key concepts have been applied:
software. The use of COTS supports particularly 0 Use of a standardised interface between
the lowering of system costs and reduction of Application Software and the Operating System
development time. Layer.

By the adoption of these concepts in the Mission 0 Hardware abstraction by software.
Management System, it is aimed to achieve the 0 Use of a system management structure and
following characteristics typical of IMA systems: 'Blueprints' which together support system

configuration and reconfiguration.
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* Use of a standardised software interface for all distributed over the hardware in a number of different
data communication, ways, and hence for an application to be easily

Due to the requirement to be able to integrate the transferred from one processor to another.

MMS within a conventional federated avionics At the transition from one mission phase to another
system, the aspects of the ASAAC IMA concepts the MMS will be reconfigured by halting and
which extend throughout the entire avionics system removing the relevant software components from the
have necessarily found only partial application. These processors, and loading and starting new components
include for instance the system health and from the Mass Memory Unit.
configuration management concepts. A set of MMS modes is defined to cover the various

3.2 Open Architecture phases of the mission, where a specific set of
functions runs in each mode. Within each mode, a

Open architectures are characterised by the use of number of different configurations of the functions on
widely accepted and supported standards set by the various hardware resources may also be possible.
recognised standards organisation or the commercial
market place. As the standards are available to all, a 3.4 Fault Tolerance
system based on an open architecture is open to the ASAAC IMA systems offer fault tolerance by
incorporation of components from potentially any reconfiguring on the occurrence of faults. A new
source. The IMA architecture defined in ASAAC is module may be substituted for a faulty module, and
such an open architecture, as it both defines its own the application functions reconfigured accordingly.
open standards, and supports the use of available open The fault tolerance concept of the MMS is derived
standards in its implementation. from that of ASAAC IMA systems.

An ASAAC IMA system may be regarded as It is not possible to implement the same degree of
comprising a set of application functions hosted on an redundancy in the MMS as in the ASAAC IMA
open architecture platform. The applications are not concept, as the latter relies on full hardware
dependent on the underlying technology and redundancy between modules. The components of the
hardware, as the interface between the applications MMS, on the other hand, are integrated with one
and the system functions is established as an open another at a lower level: powering on and off
standard, so allowing different manufacturers of individual hardware components is not supported
software and hardware components to contribute to within the MMS, for instance.
the system. The MMS implements a limited degree of fault

A common example of an open architecture in the tolerance. Some redundancy is likely to be available
commercial world is the POSIX system [Ref. 6], between the multiple instances of the various
which allows Unix systems and applications to be hardware components, such as the Single Board
developed independently of the underlying hardware, Computers (SBCs) which are used within the MMS.
regardless of the hardware manufacturer. While Where such redundant capacity is available, when a
POSIX is unsuitable for an IMA System, which component becomes defective, the system is
requires fully predictable real-time behaviour of its reconfigured so that a spare component takes over the
components, applications in ASAAC IMA systems functionality of the failed one. Alternatively, where
are hosted on an open platform with an open no extra resources are available, non-critical functions
interface, the Application to Operating System layer may be dropped, to free resources for higher priority
(APOS) interface (see Sec. 4.3). functions, or reversionary implementations of

functions, with lower resource requirements, may be
3.3 Modes and Configurations used. In this way, a significantly greater fault

In the MMS, the various mission management tolerance capability is achieved than with
functions are each only required to operate during the conventional systems.
relevant phases of the aircraft's mission. For example,
different mission planning functions are likely to be 3.5 System Management
applicable to different mission phases, and display ASAAC IMA systems implement a standardised
functions for high-altitude combat air patrol would system management structure that is responsible for
differ from those for low-level target ingress. performing the following major functions:

In order to optimise the utilisation of the hardware 0 Initialisation and shutdown management.
resources in the MMS, and so reduce the total system 0 Configuration management, including
resource requirements, the same hardware in the reconfiguration on mission mode transitions and
MMS will be used to host different application on faults.
functions at different times, according to the 0 Fault management, including health management
requirements of the mission phase. such as the processing of Built-In Test (BIT)

Because of the strict separation of application data.
function design from the system hardware design, it is
possible for the MMS application functions to be
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For the Mission Management System, elements of the 0 Only limited reconfiguration is supported,
ASAAC IMA system management have been adopted particularly for fault tolerance.
as appropriate. Whereas the ASAAC system 0 The ASAAC System Management Blueprint
management concepts, such as for instance health (SMBP) interface between the GSM and the
management and configuration management, blueprint data is not implemented.
generally encompass the entire avionics system, it has The system management functions are implemented
only been possible to implement these within the by the software of the Generic System Management
scope of the MMS. (GSM: see Sec. 4) together with the blueprint data,

One of the prime responsibilities of system which are provided as part of the software load.
management is managing the control of the
application functions, which includes their 4 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
instantiation, start, suspension and removal from the
system. System management is also responsible for 4.1 The ASAAC Software Architecture

configuring communications between applications, The software architecture of the Mission Management
which is performed in a similar manner to the process System is based on the ASAAC software architecture,
scheduling, in order to guarantee predictable modified to suit the COTS-based hardware
communications, architecture of the MMS.
The system management functions manage the system App~i-tio Layer

in accordance with the blueprints. The blueprints
provide the definition of the system resources, and
define the possible configurations of the system. The
configurations are deterministic, and are defined at A ...
design time: such strict system control will be Operating SyterneeicSse

necessary in order to certify the system. As well as the
configurations themselves, the blueprints also define
the reconfiguration processes which are carried out on
the occurrence of faults.

System management in the ASAAC IMA concept is k I I

performed throughout the avionics system on a .
hierarchical basis. In the MMS, system management .
is performed at two levels. The top-level manager is . •
the System Manager, and this controls the Resource I
Manager, which manages a particular single board 'ti..nng tern Layer

computer hosting a number of application functions.
Figure 1 shows the MMS system management
hierarchy.]Module Support Layer

APOS Application to Operating System Layer Interface
BIT Built-In Test
MOS Module Support Layer to Operating System Interface
OS Operating System
RTOS Real-Time Operating System
SMBP System Management Blueprint Interface
SMOS System Management to Operating System Interface

Figure 2: The ASAAC Software Architecture

The main components of the ASAAC software
architecture are the Application Functions, the
Operating System (OS), the Generic System
Management (GSM) and the Runtime Blueprint

SM System Manager RM Resource Manager representation (RTBP), as depicted in Figure 2. The
CU Communications Unit DPU Data Processing Unit
GPU Graphics Processing Unit 1/0 Input / Output GSM defines and manages the processing and
D1-Dn Data Processing Processes G1-Gn Graphics Processing Processes communication resources required by the application,

Figure 1: System Management Hierarchy and the operating system provides the application
with access to these resources. The blueprints provide

The MMS system management differs from that of the definition of the resources and of the possible
system configurations. The GSM and the runtime

"• The system manager hierarchy is limited to two blueprints are associated with both the system
levels. hardware and the application-independent operating

"• Fault detection is dependent on the capabilities of system layer.
the COTS components.
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This architecture is based on the principle of a three- In the ASAAC software architecture, a hardware
layer software stack, where the layers have the abstraction layer is provided in the form of the
following properties: Module Support Layer (MSL). This hardware

"* Application Layer abstraction provides the system with hardware

Application Dependent, Hardware Independent independence: the higher software layers are
"independent from the hardware details, so that

A Operating System Layer hardware changes do not affect either the operating
Application Independent, Hardware Independent system layer or the application layer software, so

"* Module Support Layer countering the effects of component obsolescence. In
Application Independent, Hardware Dependent. the Mission Management Computer, this architecture

This architecture as implemented in the MMS is has been adapted to the architecture of a COTS real-

illustrated by Figure 3. time operating system. This adaptation provides the
same hardware abstraction characteristics as specified

B for the Module Support Layer.
ysem r E This hardware independence is provided at the level

Mms M-gr R of source code compatibility, as binary compatibility
_n. N would require a much higher degree of

T standardisation. Standardisation down to the level of
Sbinary compatibility has to be very detailed, and is

therefore very restrictive, so limiting the openness of
APOS the architecture. Source code compatibility appears

Hardware for this reason to be the appropriate choice.
independent O In addition to the issue of source code compatibility,

------ hardware modifications are likely to result in changes
M-tage in the resource characteristics of the hardware, such

processor as enhancements to the processing power or
dependent COTS OS C ... Netwok Hard .. re communication capacity, which would affect the

dependent Abstraction system operation. This issue is addressed by

separating the configuration data from the system
Board management functions, and encapsulating it in the
dependent BSP OS form of blueprints. A change of hardware or the

APOS Application to Operating System Interface porting of an application to another system would
BSP Board Support Package therefore only require the adaptation of the blueprints
Nil Network Independent Interface
OS Operating System and the recompilation of the relevant software,
SMOS System Management to Operating System Interface including the operating system layer and application
TC Transfer Connection

code.
Figure 3: Design of the MMS Software Stack

In this design, the ASAAC software architecture has 4.3 The Operating System Layer

been adapted to the requirements and constraints of a The Operating System Layer includes the Operating
computer architecture based on COTS VME hardware System itself, together with the system management
and a COTS real-time operating system: components, ie. the system managers and the run-time

"* There is no Module Support Layer: hardware representation of the system's blueprints.

abstraction is achieved by the architecture of the One of the chief benefits from the use of the ASAAC

real-time operating system. software architecture for the Mission Management

"* The GSM function is simplified into two kinds of System is application portability, which supports the
reuse of the application software. Application

management functions, a top level System portability is provided primarily by the use of a
Manager, which controls the overall computer, standardised Application to Operating System
and a Resource Manager for every single board (APOS) layer interface. As it is the only interface of
computer, which controls the board local the ASAAC software architecture visible to the
resources. application, the application is dependent only on this

4.2 Hardware Abstraction interface for the satisfaction of its processing and
communication resource requirements. As the

A prime property of the ASAAC software Mission Management System offers the same APOS
architecture is the independence of the application as any ASAAC system, the mission management
software from the hardware, as the highest costs that applications are therefore portable to other systems
arise in the replacement of obsolete hardware are built using the ASAAC standards.
incurred in the consequential adaptation of the
application software. A COTS real-time operating system is used as thecore of the operating system layer. In comparison
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with the alternative approach, which is the offering the ASAAC APOS interface, and also the
development of a bespoke operating system, the replacement of the MMS hardware without
COTS approach exhibits greater flexibility and cost modification of the application software source code.
efficiency due to the commercial support provided for Performing the application design independently of
the adaptation to new hardware components. The use the underlying hardware is also supported.
of a COTS operating system supports the efficient In addition, hardware abstraction below the level of
implementation of the operating system layer on the the APOS provides protection against component
underlying COTS hardware, both for the MMS obsolescence, by supporting hardware independence.
hardware, and for ASAAC IMA systems. A COTS Technology transparency in the MMS also extends to
Real-Time Operating System is therefore well suited software technologies: as the APOS is independent of
to support the transition from the federated system the underlying COTS OS used, the COTS OS may
architecture of the MMS to an IMA system, providing also be replaced without affecting the application
a stable Application Programming Interface together functions.
with off-the-shelf compatibility with COTS hardware.

The COTS operating system is complemented in the The GSM and blueprints support the ability to

operating system layer by additional software which reconfigure the system in accordance with the mission
provides the adaptation to the ASAAC operating requirements, so providing for efficient hardware use,prvies intherfaces andapttion tortheaAAACeoper g and also supporting fault tolerance, which contributes
system interfaces, and in particular to the APOS.toipvesyemrlalty

to improved system reliability.

4.4 Application Function Software Structure The open standards used include the open commercial

The application process is the basic software element standard OpenGL, and the ASAAC standards. COTS

of an application function, and represents the components used include the COTS operating system,
configuration unit of a system. Each application together with its board support packages and drivers.
process depends on processing and communication Due to the intention to maximise the use of COTS
resources, namely on threads and virtual channels, components in the development of ASAAC modules,
and can only be executed when the system the approach adopted for the Mission Management
management function provides its required processing Computer of employing the ASAAC software stack
and communication resources, with a COTS operating system is likely to remain

In the Mission Management System, three different effective throughout the continuing transition from

kinds of application processes have to be today's federated system architecture to tomorrow's

accommodated: data processing processes, graphics IMA architectures.
processes and mass memory -related processes. The
last of these includes such processes as database
applications, and is implemented in the form of file 5.1 The Mission Management Computer
access functions. While data processing and mass While current work is focussed on the software
memory applications may be freely located on any
processor, graphics processing is restricted to the structure, using laboratory development hardware, theMission Management Computer (MMC), which
specific hardware capable of providing the OpenGL would form the hardware of the Mission Management
interface and functionality. System in a real aircraft application, and on which the

The mission management application is built from a application functions would run, has also been
number of small but simple processes, most of which defined.
contain only a single thread, and which are configured In an avionics system application, the Mission
in accordance with the currently active mission mode. Manaviont System woulinat ed th an
Each of these processes depends on both transient Mange gysth oth d avin temrat mputers
data and persistent information: the transient data is exchange data with other avionics system computers
provided via the MMS interface, and the persistent and peripheral devices, including sensors, effectors
information from a central database, which is and displays and controls: a possible system
represented by an application process that provides implementation is shown in Sec. 7.
information on request. In order for the MMS to be able to perform the

required application functions, the MMC must
4.5 Properties of the Software Architecture support the relevant low-level functions, which

The software architecture of the MMS offers a include data processing, graphic display processing,
number of beneficial properties in comparison with provision of mass memory, and communication. The
conventional systems. MMC has been defined for hosting the MMS

functions discussed in Sec. 6.
Application portability and technology transparency

are both provided by the use of the APOS as a 5.2 Structure and Packaging
standardised interface between the application
software and the operating system layer. This permits The packaging concept of the MMC differs
the reuse of the application software on other systems considerably from that of IMA systems. Whereas in
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an IMA system, the line-replaceable items are the 0 Data Processing Unit
individual modules, the MMC is, in line with 0 Graphics Processing Unit
contemporary avionic systems, itself the line- 0 Mass Memory Unit
replaceable item. * Communications Unit.

The basic principle behind the construction of the The data processing hardware comprises three Data
MMC is the exploitation of available COTS Processing Units, each taking the form of a PowerPC
components, and in particular the use of VME boards. Single Board Computer (SBC).
This enables the demonstrator to be built using The graphic display processing implements three
standard commercial grade racks and boards, and aruggedised version suitable for service use to be graphics processing channels, and so provides the
produced uersiong compablefonentseq i to the capability of driving three displays with separateproduced using components qualified to the formats. The graphics processing hardware comprises

appropriate environmental standards. In an aircraft a Traphics processing hadwr co mpres
application, the MMC would take the form of a a Graphics Processing Unit, consisting of three 3D
standard ATR format unit, which would be mounted PowerPC SBC. Each graphics processor PMC
on an ATR rack in the avionics bay. provides the following key features:
While the application of the IMA hardware concepts
to the MMS is limited by the use of pure COTS
hardware for the MMC, the hardware structure of the * 1024 x 1024 resolution

MMC has been influenced by the ASAAC concepts 1 M three-dimensional-polygons / sec.

where possible, in order to support the ASAAC The Mass Memory Unit is implemented as a solid
software and system architecture concepts employed, state memory or hard disk interfaced with a PowerPC
and to support the future development path towards SBC.
an IMA system. The Communications Unit consists of the relevant
The structure of the MMC therefore conforms with network interfaces implemented as PMC modules
the ASAAC concepts in the segregation of the data mounted on a PowerPC SBC: in addition, analogue
processing, graphics processing and mass-memory and discrete input / output is provided for as required.
capabilities. Areas in which the structure of the MMC
diverges from the ASAAC structure include the 5.4 Data Communications
separation of the external communications interface All data communication within the MMS between
from the processing capacity, and the lack of a processor boards and between the MMS and external
Module Support Unit local to each of the processors. equipment takes place via a standardised software
Power-Up and Continual Built-In Test are network interface, termed the Network Independent
implemented to the degree that these are supported by Interface (NII), which has been derived as part of the
the COTS hardware. ASAAC concepts. Data transfer takes place through

The structure of the MMC is shown in Figure 4 the NII via a Transfer Connection (TC), which acts as
below, and discussed in the following text. The MMC a virtual channel, and which is established explicitly
is constructed using 64-bit VME boards: where prior to the data transfer.
required, for instance for communications, PMC The use of the Network Independent Interface
modules are mounted on the VME cards, provides the ability to change the network technology

used, for instance when reconfiguring the system and
re-routing a particular transfer from an MMS-internal
transfer to an external transfer. The network
technology used for external transfers might also be

15 cupgraded as part of a future system improvement.

DPU GPU MMU CU Communications within the MMC takes place using
the buses available with the COTS boards, such as the

VME Backpane VME and PCI buses.
Mission Management Computer The network technology used for external

communication depends on the particular avionics
DPU Data Processing Units 1-3 GPU Graphics Processing Unit implementaton the is
GP Graphics Processor MMU Mass Memory Unit system implementation into which the MMS is
CU Communications Unit 1553 Mil Std 1553B integrated: options range from the conventional Mil-
FC Fibre Channel

Std 1553 command / response bus or ARINC 429 data
Figure 4: The Mission Management Computer distribution bus, to a high-capacity optical serial

COTS Fibre Channel network.

5.3 Hardware Components

The MMC consists of four main types of VME-bus
component:
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5.5 Properties of the Hardware Architecture The functional structure of a Mission Management

The hardware architecture of the MMS offers a System is shown in Figure 5 below.

number of beneficial properties in comparison with
conventional systems. A/C

Technology transparency is supported by the Network T Mi M@

Independent Interface, which provides for the
replacement of the network technologies used while
maintaining the software interface to the network, so co
allowing for data transfer growth. Cockpit

Support is provided for scalability and system growth,
particularly by the use of an open COTS-based
architecture. The MMC is capable of being extended
to cater for the addition of further MMS functionality,
should this be required for a particular system Sensors Communication Data-Link

application. Further data processing SBCs may be Figure 5: Functional Cornonents of a Mission
added to provide the required capacity, and the panagementste m
number of graphics processing PMCs may be chosen
to feed the number of displays required. Hardware 6.2 Functions Selected
components of the computer may be replaced,
providing that the availability of the relevant COTS For the Mission Management System under

operating system, board support package and drivers development, a representative set of functions which

is assured, is broadly aimed at a multi-role fighter application has

Within the MMC, a limited degree of been chosen.

interchangeability between components could be The primary functions selected are mission planning,
offered by the use of a number of identical VME representing a high-performance data processing

SBCs and PMC modules, application, and the production and presentation of
perspective flight guidance information, a three-Open standards used in the MMC include open dimensional graphic application.

commercial standards as ATR, VME64, PCI, PMC

and Fibre Channel, open military standards such as These functions are based on those under
Mil-Std-1553B, and the ASAAC standards, development in parallel activities being performed at

ESG, as previously reported [Ref. 7], and are now to
Use is made of Commercial (COTS) and Military be ported to the Mission Management Computer from
Off-The-Shelf (MOTS) components as follows: their original implementations on a laboratory

"* SBCs, PMCs: COTS boards, using commercial workstation-based environment.
chip-level components. To provide the required functionality, the Mission

"* Network: COTS, MOTS. Management System will comprise the following

6 MMS FUNCTIONALITY functional components:
* Databases:

6.1 Generic Mission Management Functions 0 Terrain Database

The possible system applications of a Mission 0 Navigation Database
Management System extend across a range of aircraft * Functional components:
roles, from combat aircraft, including rotary wing 0 Threat Analysis
types, to heavier patrol and transport aircraft. The 0 Mission Planner, including:
specific functions implemented on the Mission Transit Planner
Management System in a particular avionics system Low-Level Flight Planner
implementation would depend on the role of the Attack Planner
aircraft and the allocation of functionality within the * Graphics processing:
complete avionics system. * Head-Up Display with Terrain Graphics

Typical mission management functions include the 0 Head-Down Display with Synthetic Vision
following: * Tactical Navigation Display.

"* Situation Assessment External inputs received by the MMS from other
"• Conflict Management avionics system components include:
"* Mission Planning Aircraft Data (eg. Position, Velocity, etc.)
• Man-Machine Interface "M Sensor Data (eg. Threat warnings, Datalink)."• Navigation"* Flight Guidance. Details of the functions have been given previously in

[Ref. 7].
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The functional structure of the system has been displays and controls, and also the safety-critical
designed to accommodate the addition of further Stores Management System.
functional components as and when required, The Integrated Computers perform the following
depending on the requirements of the anticipated roles:
application avionics system. * Interface and Monitoring Processor

7 AVIONICS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 0 Mission Management System
* Communications Processor

7.1 Architectural Concepts * Defence, Attack and Armament Computer.

This section addresses the system architecture of an The structure of the avionics system is shown in
avionics system into which the Mission Management Figure 6 below. The equipment shown in grey is
System might be integrated. The system example external to the avionics system.
described here is a near-term new system design,
again based on a multi-role fighter application. a v a o D

The proposed system architecture is based on the use
of Integrated Computers, of which the Mission
Management Computer is an example, each based on
the same system, software and hardware architectures Interface and Mission Co..u.- Communk

as described for the MMS above. ProcessoI Computer Processor Sensors

The avionics system structure remains essentially a
federated architecture. As in conventional federated Defence, S
systems, the overall avionics system is divided into a Radar Mo aot

number of dedicated systems / sub-systems, eg. Ar Sy or

Mission Management System, Stores Management Eoe

System. The overall system consists of a number of W r

Integrated Computers, together with essentially the
same dedicated equipment found in conventional
federated systems, eg. Radar, Radio, Displays and Figure 6: Example Avionics System Structure
Controls. Due to the high level of integration within the

The computing capacity of the avionics system is Integrated Computers, the data transfer loading
distributed between the Integrated Computers, which between the individual equipment remains relatively
are interconnected via the communication network. In moderate. Data transfer between equipment takes
comparison with other federated architectures, the place either as in a conventional system via a
Integrated Computer-based architecture is Command / Response or Data Distribution Bus (eg.
characterised by the centralisation of the processing Mil-Std 1553 or ARINC 429), or by the use of a
capacity in a smaller number of higher-capacity supplementary Fibre Channel overlay network, which
processors. is indicated by the broad lines in Figure 6. The latter
Most of the processing of the sensor data, including provides for higher data rates between particular
the signal processing, takes place in the sensor equipment, where these are required, for instance

the ignl prcesingtaks plce n th sesor between the integrated computers, and for video data.
equipment itself, whereas the subsequent system-level

data processing of the sensor data is performed in the Interchangeability between the various Integrated
Integrated Computers. The degree to which the sensor Computers could be provided by the use of multiple
data processing is implemented in the Integrated instances of the same computer design. This should in
Computers depends on the capability provided by the principle be possible, due to the similarity of the
particular sensors themselves, requirements for the various system computers.

System management, embracing moding, 8 THE PATH FORWARD TOWARDS IMA
configuration management and fault tolerance, would
initially remain implemented largely at the level of 8.1 Further Development of the MMS
the Integrated Computers, rather than being integrated The Mission Management System defined in this
at an aircraft level, as with an ASAAC IMA system. paper represents a significant step towardsHpapererepresentstacsignificantsstepitoward
However, for critical functions additional implementing an ASAAC IMA architecture, a goal
reversionary implementations with reduced which is to be achieved with the introduction of the
capabilities could be hosted on alternative computers. IMA hardware modules. There would, however, be a

7.2 System Structure number of potential advantages in further developing
the MMS concept by adding additional IMA featuresFour Integrated Computers form the core of the before progressing to a definitive IMA system:

avionics system, connected with the peripheral

equipment, including sensors and effectors, and
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" Multiple instances of Integrated Computers separately, with well-defined interfaces, and
similar to the Mission Management System could configurations determined for the integrated system.
be integrated in an avionics system, as shown in The system configurations of the MMS are
Sec. 7. The implementation of the ASAAC deterministic, in that all possible configurations are
system management concept could be extended determined at design time, and stored in the
incrementally to encompass system-level blueprints. The total number of system configurations
management, so that such functions as may however be very high, as the overall system
initialisation and reconfiguration would be configuration is made up of all the individual
performed on a system-wide basis, processor configurations, and as the processors are

"* A form of design-time blueprints could be configurable at the level of individual processes.
implemented, containing resource requirements While it will be necessary to certify each system
and specifications, to provide system design configuration, it will not be practical to verify in
support. detail the complete correct operation of an integrated

"* When available, the ASAAC network technology ASAAC IMA system in all possible modes. This
could be introduced, to provide the required high leads to the proposal to adopt a new approach and
capacity, real-time deterministic behaviour, and perform certification incrementally using a
network redundancy. component-based method, as discussed below.

"* Signal processing capability might also be added
to the MMC, following the IMA strategy of 8.4 Incremental Certification
centralising processing in the core. The basic principle of the incremental certification

8.2 Migration to an IMA Implementation approach is to be able to modify a certified system,and to achieve certification for the modified system

The eventual implementation of a system with by certifying only the changes, without having to
ASAAC IMA modules will result in fundamental repeat the full certification process anew on the
efficiency advantages for system development and modified system in its entirety.
operation, due to the use of a standardised, In order to be able to perform incremental
interchangeable hardware set. certification, it is necessary to constrain, and to be

The example system implementation presented in Sec. able to identify, the effects of the modifications on the
7, based on the use of four Integrated Computers, original certified system. In this way, the certification
represents an architecture which could be migrated to process for the modified system may be concentrated
a full ASAAC IMA architecture, by the replacement on the changes introduced and their resulting
of each of the Integrated Computers by an IMA consequences.
Integration Area. Incremental certification can be applied to the
The use of individual modules will improve the development of completely new systems, by
hardware efficiency of reliable system designs, by performing certification of the system at various
permitting system reconfigurability at the module stages in its development, as well as to the
level. This represents a significant improvement, modification of in-service systems: the incremental
when compared with non-modular equipment such as certification approach is particularly applicable to the
the MMC, which is integrated as a complete unit, and addition of application functions to an existing
which is therefore potentially susceptible to single system.
point failures. The principle of incremental certification may be

8.3 IMA Certification Considerations further developed to include component-based

Systems such as the Mission Management Computer certification. Here, the basic principle is that each

that are based on IMA principles introduce a number component is certified in its own right, so that when a
system is assembled out of a number of components,

of new factors, including in particular their it is then just the integration of the components which
reconfigurability, which are likely to affect their needs to be certified.
certification.

With traditional systems, certification has been 8.5 MMS Incremental Certification
achieved for the complete system, including both its It is proposed to adopt a component-based
hardware and its software. Some systems have incremental certification approach for the Mission
implemented a degree of reconfiguration, but with a Management System. The main characteristics of the
relatively restricted number of configuration cases, all Mission Management System which support
of which have usually been designed into the system incremental certification are application portability
together with the hardware and application software, together with the related technology transparency.
with the system being certified as a whole. These characteristics are derived primarily from the

In contrast, in the ASAAC IMA system, and in the use of the APOS, the Application to Operating
MMS, the hardware, operating system layer software System layer interface. Due to the definition and
and application functions are to be developed standardisation of this interface, the Application
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Functions are decoupled from the underlying A number of further valuable properties are also
operating system, hardware and drivers, which in turn realised:
enables the certification of the components either side 0 System reconfigurability is provided by the
of the APOS to be decoupled. system management function and blueprint data,

The adoption of incremental certification will require and supports the optimisation of the use of the
the development of an appropriate certification hardware resources.
process by the certification authorities, and it is 0 Fault tolerance is achieved by means of system
proposed that the MMS be used as a vehicle for reconfigurability, and improves system
development work on such a process. reliability.

When applying the principles of component-based 0 System growth and the ability to apply the system
incremental certification to the development of the to aircraft for a wide range of roles are supported
MMS, there are a number of steps which may be by the use of an open system architecture.
taken to ease its certification. 0 Network independence is provided by the use of

Firstly, the application functions, in particular for the the NII, and permits the upgrading of the network

first MMS implementation, should be of a low technology.

criticality. In view of this, those that have been 0 Software technology transparency is supported

selected for the MMS are non- safety-critical, and do by the standardisation of the APOS interface to
not require fail-safe implementation due to reliability the operating system at a level above the
considerations, underlying COTS operating system.

Further, due to the concerns regarding the The development of the Mission Management System

certification of reconfigurable systems discussed as a transitional architecture implementing mission
above, it might be advisable to limit the scope of the management functions should achieve a major step
reconfiguration mechanisms implemented in the towards the implementation of IMA systems, and
MMS, in order to ease the first certification. One provide valuable experience for their consequent
potential measure would be to limit the configurations implementation and certification. In accordance with
to a small number, so that each reconfiguration step the proposed incremental certification approach, the

could be examined in detail. A further measure would Mission Management System is open to progressive
be to exclude all fault-triggered reconfiguration, development to incorporate further aspects of the
leaving only reconfiguration on mission mode ASAAC IMA concepts, so supporting the eventual

changes. Once initial certification was obtained, the migration to a true IMA system.
scope of the reconfiguration could be successively In conclusion, it is hoped that development of systems
extended. based on transitional architectures, and particularly

the Mission Management System presented in this
9 CONCLUSIONS paper, will significantly ease the introduction of

The Mission Management System described in this Integrated Modular Avionic systems.
paper and being prototyped at ESG has been seen to
feature an effective IMA-derived architecture, and to
offer a representative set of mission management
functions.

Through the adoption of the IMA principles from the
ASAAC programme, and their implementation using
COTS components on the basis of an open system
architecture, the Mission Management System is able
to offer the following key characteristics:

"* Application portability is achieved by the
application functions' use of the APOS interface.

"* Hardware independence is provided by hardware
abstraction, and provides protection against
component obsolescence.

"* Reduced development time and lower costs are
supported by the use of COTS components and
methods.
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